
The Zomo Flightcase Rane Four Plus NSE Flightcase is custom-made

for the Rane FOUR controller. Zomo expands its selection with the

stylish NSE (= Night Style Edition) Flightcase, adding a new

equipment flightcase to the lineup. In addition to its stylish

appearance, the equipment case also impresses with its robust

construction.

Thanks to the extra strong, black-painted aluminum profiles and the

extra solid ball corners, the Zomo DJ Case offers exceptional

durability. The practical internal padding of the Flightcase Rane Four

Plus NSE guarantees secure protection for the Rane DJ controller

against scratches, defects, or other damage.

The stylish, advanced design in the black NSE (= Night Style Edition)

complements the concept of the Zomo Flightcase, not only with

incredible professional quality but also in terms of design. The helpful

butterfly latches allow for easy opening and locking, ensuring a highly

secure hold of the lid. All NSE equipment cases can also be locked

with an optional lock.

Cigarette embers, heat, and abrasion cannot harm the Flightcase

Rane Four Plus NSE, thanks to the high-quality, laminated 9mm

plywood. Designed for the rough stage environment, Zomo

equipment flightcases are naturally suitable for road and air travel.

The front strip can be quickly and easily removed, even while your DJ gear remains in the case.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

High-quality flightcase suitable for the Rane FOUR controller

Provides high protection against shocks, scratches, or external damage

Professional craftsmanship for rugged touring use

Extra stable construction

Classic design in dark black NSE optics

Removable front strip - controller can remain in the flightcase

Useful storage for notebooks

Sturdily crafted interior padding for optimal grip

Convenient ball corners offer reliable protection against shocks and vibrations

Premium butterfly latches for quick closure

Practical handles for easy transport

Detachable lid

SPECIFICATIONS

Compatible devices 1x Rane FOUR

Retractable shelf for 1x 17-inch notebook integrated

Outer material 9mm plywood

Color Black NSE (Night Style Edition)

External dimensions 873 (width) x 522 (depth) x 218 (height) mm
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